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Inventory Control

RJW CONSOLIDATION

2 DAYS TRANSIT TIME

Inventory is consolidated with other products 

in our Chicagoland warehouses, then picked 

up on RJW-managed trucks traveling a direct 

route to the retailer distribution center near 

Brooksville, FL (two days).

LTL SHIPPING

6 DAYS TRANSIT TIME

Freight travels an indirect route making many 

stops, sometimes including multiple stops in a 

single city, increasing transit time and creating 

opportunities for compromised inventory and 

poor delivery performance (six days).

RJW CONSOLIDATION VS. LTL SHIPPING
Our industry-leading retail  consolidation programs are designed to optimize 

efficiencies, increase overall sales and drive supply chain resiliency.

CPG suppliers leverage economies of scale by sharing truckloads with other customers to create a single, full  truckload 

to the same retailer distribution center. Inventory is consolidated with other products at strategically-located 

warehouses, then taken by truck directly to a retailer distribution center. This approach creates the most efficient 

route to retail by eliminating supply chain redundancies.

The pandemic exposed supply chain vulnerabilities in nearly ever y industry sector. In 2020, the number of 

organizations experiencing 10 or more disruptions increased by over 27 percentage points.1 Customer shifts 

toward online buying created new expectations for product availability and forced e-commerce into the spotlight, 

which drove retailers to tighten compliance requirements – placing increased pressure on CPG suppliers to meet 

new protocols or face significant fines. And for the first time in decades, supply chain management was escalated 

to a C-suite conversation and has become a strategic business imperative for suppliers worldwide. 

As CPG companies make critical assessments that evolve retail  supply chains for greater optimization, one program 

has proven transformational – Retail Consolidation .  A simple concept that yields immediate cost savings, 

decreases carbon footprints and improves overall supply chain performance. Suppliers can comply with retailer 

requirements while growing their business via higher in-stocks, stronger profitability, line extensions, and more.
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Example of a Texas customer to a retailer DC in Florida.
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HOW IT WORKS



In fact, one truckload shipment in our Retail Consolidation program replaces 13 Less-Than-Truckload (LTL) 

shipments. Beyond transportation cost savings of 20-30%, our customers benefit from the highest 

performance rates in the industry – 98% On-Time and 99% In-Full,  with nearly 100% inventory accuracy. 

Beyond significant reductions in transportation costs and improved scorecard performance, 

Retail Consolidation delivers key advantages that drive retail  supply chain resiliency.

Elimination of Retailer Fines 

3PLs should have a pulse on ever y major retailer’s evolving compliance demands to stay ahead of 

requirements and eliminate significant retailer fines.

Decreased Lead Times to Distribution Centers

Suppliers benefit from getting products to shelves faster and more cost-effectively – all  while maintaining 

product integrity. This means suppliers experience the highest in-stocks, and ultimately, sales.

Improved Inventory Management 

Retail Consolidation increases product freshness at retail,  decreases safety stock and dramatically reduces 

shortages. Suppliers benefit from improved relationships with retailers which translates into an increased 

shelf presence, line extensions, and higher sales.
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This past year has exposed wide-spread supply chain vulnerabilities, yet it also has given leaders a platform 

to elevate understanding of supply chain value – repositioning it as a strategic business imperative. The 

goal must be to build a more resilient, efficient supply chain that contributes to overall growth. While Retail 

Consolidation is one program within a complex logistics framework, it is game changing for today’s CPG 

suppliers. In today’s high stakes logistics environment, partnering with a 3PL that has unmatched logistics 

expertise has never been more important. 

Visit our website at rjwgroup.com or call (630) 424-2400.

For additional CPG retail  logistics insights follow us on LinkedIn at linkedin.com/company/rjw-logistics.

Learn how RJW Logistics can turn your retail supply chain into a business growth driver.

1 BCI Supply Chain Resilience Report 2021
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